ABSTRACT
The present study investigated the role of implicit stereotyping of Hispanic patients on
medical decision-making among students in the medical profession. Students first
completed a lexical decision task to measure their implicit stereotyping of noncompliance and health risk for Hispanic patients. Then, participants responded a to
medical case vignette involving either a Hispanic or White patient. Participants were
instructed to make immediate treatment decisions, preventive lifestyle recommendations,
and to rate the importance of certain factors in their decisions. Implicit bias was
demonstrated for the health risk stereotype but not the non-compliance stereotype.
Recommendations were compared based on patient race and level of implicit stereotype
activation. Results demonstrated a main effect for patient race. Participants were more
likely to recommend lifestyle changes to the White patient compared to the Hispanic
patient. In addition, participants, on average, recommended more rigorous lifestyle
changes for the Hispanic patient compared to the White patient. Implicit stereotyping
only moderated the relationship of race and treatment recommendations for
recommendations for smoking cessation treatment plans, alcohol reduction, and
cardiovascular exercise. In addition, it was found that participants with high noncompliance implicit stereotyping rated factors relating to non-compliance as more
important to their decision when treating the Hispanic patient.
!
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Chronic diseases, such as heart disease, cancer, and stroke, are the leading causes
of death in the United States. Fortunately, these illnesses are almost completely
preventable through modifiable health behavior changes: increasing physical activity,
changing diet, stopping tobacco use, and limiting alcohol consumption (Kung et al.,
2005). Yet, considerable racial and ethnic health disparities exist in physician lifestyle
modification advice, particularly affecting Hispanic adults. The National Health
Disparities Report in 2009 published that Hispanic patients were less likely to receive
advice to exercise more, quit smoking, and eat healthy compared to non-Hispanic Whites.
In 2006, only 53.4% of Hispanic smokers were encouraged to quit, while non-Hispanic
Whites were encouraged 64.9% of the time. Additionally, only 42% of obese Hispanic
adults received advice about eating lower-fat foods, as opposed to 53.5% of obese nonHispanic White adults. Unequal Treatment, a recent report by the Institute of Medicine
(IOM), proposes that these disparities are partially due to physicians’ bias towards
minorities.
The Psychology of Stereotyping and Prejudice
Bias comes in three different forms: prejudice, stereotypes, and discrimination.
Prejudice refers to negative attitudes towards an outgroup, an evaluative response.
Stereotypes, on the other hand, refer to cognitive representations of socially shared
beliefs about a group and its members (Allport, 1954; Mackie & Smith, 1998). Lastly,
discrimination concerns negative behaviors toward an individual or group.
The affective-cognitive distinction between prejudice and stereotypes is important
when predicting behavior. Millar and Tesser (1986) found that while certain behaviors
are cognitively driven, other behaviors are affectively driven. Additionally, research has
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demonstrated that this cognitive-affective distinction is useful in explaining
discriminatory behavior. Amodio et al. (2006) found that evaluative bias and stereotyping
predict different behaviors. In a study where a White participant read an essay authored
by a Black peer, evaluative bias predicted the participants’ preference to befriend the
writer (an affective response). Stereotyping, however, predicted the participants’ ratings
of the writers’ stereotypic traits (a cognitive response). In another experiment, Amodio et
al. found that when White participants interacted with a Black partner, evaluative bias
predicted how close participants sat to the partner, but stereotyping predicted the
participants’ expectancies about how the partner would perform on certain stereotypic
tasks. Thus, discriminatory behavior can occur through both stereotyping and prejudice.
The present research focuses specifically on the role of stereotypes in medical decisionmaking.
Stereotypes are processed in two different ways. Explicit stereotyping is
conscious, controlled, and voluntary, while implicit stereotyping is automatic,
unconscious, and beyond awareness (Devine, 1989). We are primarily interested in
examining the effect of implicit stereotyping in physicians’ treatment recommendations.
Research has shown that implicit stereotyping exists and impacts judgment even in
people who explicitly report no bias. Devine (1989) found that when participants highly
motivated to be egalitarian were unable to inhibit the automatic activation of a stereotype,
they produced stereotype congruent judgments of an ambiguous situation. Banaji et al.
demonstrated that subjects who completed a word task that primed dependence judged a
target as more dependent if the target was a female than when the target was male
compared to subjects exposed to a neutral prime even though the targets had identical
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paragraph descriptions. Furthermore, subjects rated the male target as more aggressive
than the female target when primed with aggressive words than with neutral words. These
effects existed despite the fact that there was no relationship between explicit memory for
the primes and the judgment of the target. Both of these papers, among with many others,
suggest that implicit stereotypes, activated unconsciously, can affect judgments
independent of explicit processes.
Implicit Bias in Medicine
Previous research also shows that implicit bias is present in the medical
community (Green et al. 2007, Cooper et al. 2012, Sabin & Greenwald, 2012). Although
healthcare professionals report no bias, many of them demonstrate implicit stereotype
associations. A recent paper by Stone, Moskowitz, and Childes (2012) found that when
doctors were subliminally exposed to Black faces, they were quicker to recognize
stereotypical diseases and conditions associated with African Americans, as well as
words relating to drug abuse, than when exposed to a White face. In addition, Sabin et al.
(2008) found, using the Implicit Association Test, that although doctors did not explicitly
endorse stereotypes about African American patients, they showed an implicit association
between compliance and European Americans relative to African Americans. This
research demonstrates that implicit medical stereotyping is present in doctors, regardless
of their explicit endorsement of egalitarian values.
However, there have been mixed results in the field as to whether or not implicit
stereotypes can lead to differential treatment recommendations by patient race. Green et
al. (2007) demonstrated that physicians engage in implicit stereotyping, associating
words related to non-cooperativeness with a Black face faster than with a White face.
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Importantly, the implicit bias (measured as a composite of implicit attitudes and implicit
stereotyping) predicted the difference in the physicians’ treatment recommendations
leading physicians with high implicit bias to more often recommend thrombolysis to
White cardiac patients as opposed to Black. Sabin & Greenwald (2012), in contrast,
found that implicit attitudes and stereotypes did not predict recommendations for the
treatment of UTI, ADHD and asthma. In addition, while there was a significant
association with implicit attitude and pain medication prescriptions, no relationship
between implicit stereotyping and physician treatment of pain was reported. Thus,
implicit stereotyping is existent in the medical community, but there is uncertainty in the
literature as to if implicit stereotypes are an important predictive factor in treatment
decisions.
There are several other limitations to the current research. To date, research on
implicit stereotyping and medical decision-making has focused almost exclusively on
stereotypes of non-compliance implicitly associated with African Americans. This is a
limitation because research has shown that medical professionals also explicitly
stereotype Hispanics as non-compliant. Gregory et al. (1987) found that when asking
medical students about their expectations for working with certain patients, participants
expected both Black and Hispanic patients to be less likely to comply. In addition, Bean,
Stone, Moskowitz, Badger, & Focella (2013) recently found that the stereotype of noncompliance is automatically activated outside of awareness when nursing and medical
students are subliminally exposed to Hispanic faces. Using a sequential priming task,
medical and nursing students were asked to identify a letter string as a word or a nonword after race was subliminally primed using a picture of either a White or Black face
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masked by gray blocks. This priming technique allows for a better measure of implicit
stereotyping, as unlike the IAT, participants are not explicitly primed with Black and
White faces. The results showed that doctors were faster to recognize words associated
with the concepts of non-compliance after being exposed to the Hispanic face compared
to the White face, suggesting that doctors engage in implicit stereotyping of Hispanic
patients. This study is the first to demonstrate that the implicit stereotype of noncompliance is associated with Hispanic patients using subliminal primes. However, no
research to date has examined how the activation of the implicit stereotype of noncompliance might affect physicians’ treatment decisions regarding Hispanic patients.
Thus, one goal of the present research is to extend research findings on the implicit
stereotype of non-compliance to physicians’ health behavior recommendations for
Hispanic patients.
Moreover, research has demonstrated that medical professionals explicitly
stereotype Hispanic patients as more likely to engage in risky health behavior (Wiehe,
Roseman, Wang, & Fortenberry, 2010). Recently, Bean et al. also documented that
physicians implicitly associate Hispanic patients with risky health behavior. In the same
study as mentioned earlier, Bean et al. found that after being exposed to a Hispanic face,
participants were faster to recognize words associated with the concept of health risk than
participants exposed to a White face. However, presently no research has tested how the
implicit stereotype of engaging in risky health behavior could affect treatment decisions
in any race. In fact, health risk stereotypes have yet to be examined in any racial domain
in medical decision-making. Thus, a second goal of the present research is to explore
how, if at all, the activation of health risk impacts medical treatment recommendations of
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health behavior changes for Hispanic patients. Linking the implicit stereotypes of noncompliance and health risk to health behavior change recommendations for Hispanic
patients is particularly important given that there is currently a large gap between
Hispanic and non-Hispanic White patients in lifestyle modification advice.
Furthermore, past studies have largely examined impact bias in only physicians’
treatment decisions. However, nurses have an active roll in recommending health
behavior changes to patients. For example, after a mastectomy, a nurse would
recommend behavior changes in exercise, managing pain, and coping. Implicit bias could
potentially affect his or her recommendations as well. Therefore, another goal of the
present research is to examine how implicit bias affects lifestyle modification advice of
both nursing and medical students.
Justifying Discrimination
Lastly, aversive racism suggests that modern racists explicitly promote egalitarian
values, but unconsciously harbor negative attitudes toward outgroups. This causes them
to behave in discriminatory ways when they can justify their behavior, as this does not
threaten their egalitarian self-image. This idea was further elucidated by a study by
Hodson, Dovidio, and Gaertner (2002), that found that aversive racists justify their
discriminatory behavior by weighing qualifications differently. In Hodson et al., welleducated liberal Whites rated White or Black applicants for college admissions.
Additionally, the applicant’s qualifications were either clearly strong, clearly weak, or
ambiguous (having both positive and negative traits). Replicating Dovidio & Gaertner
(2000), participants only discriminated against the Black applicant in their admission
recommendations for the ambiguous condition. Moreover, in the ambiguous condition,
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participants rationalized this discriminatory behavior by differentially weighing the
negative traits and positive traits possessed by the applicant as a function of race.
Participants weighed the ambiguously qualified Black applicant’s negative traits as more
important and the positive traits as less important to the admission decision compared to
the ambiguously qualified White applicant’s positive and negative traits. This supports
the aversive racism hypothesis that self-proclaimed egalitarians only discriminate when it
can be justified. Thus, Hodson et al. focuses on how a discriminatory decision is
explicitly justified by the distorted use of relevant information. .
However, to date, no research has examined what connections between race,
medical stereotypes and certain medical information exist or how these associations
could potentially affect a medical decision. Thus, the final goal of the present research is
to see if in an ambiguous situation (where the patient's health insurance, language
barriers, etc. are not specified), doctors who exhibit an implicit association between noncompliance and Hispanic patients will justify their treatment by explicitly rating factors
such as health insurance and language barriers as more important in their decision when
treating a Hispanic patient. Furthermore, we are interested in investigating how the
explicit ratings of these factors affect treatment recommendations. Importantly, if we can
identify relevant information that is explicitly rated as more important in medical
judgments when implicit stereotypes are activated and how the ratings relate to treatment
recommendations, we can begin to correct for possible illusory correlations and improve
quality of care for minorities.
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The Present Research
The present research investigates the impact of implicit stereotypes of Hispanic
patients on physician recommendations of health behavior changes to these patients, a
current health disparity in the United States. In the present study, participants first
completed a Lexical Decision Task (identical to Bean et al,’s protocol) to measure each
participant’s activation levels of non-compliance and risky health behaviors when
subliminally exposed to a Hispanic face. Activation levels of non-compliance and risky
health behavior each served as a dichotomized individual difference variable. Next,
participants were instructed to read vignettes (with the critical vignette being either a
Hispanic or White patient) and make, first recommendations to treat the immediate
problem (i.e. the acute treatment) and then health behavior change recommendations (for
smoking cessation, exercise, and diet).
The acute treatment had correct and incorrect treatment options. Participants
checked off each treatment option they would recommend. Therefore, participants could
recommend both incorrect and correct options and the percent correct and incorrect
recommended are independent of each other. For example, a participant could
recommend both 100% of all correct options and 100% of all incorrect options. In
addition, each of the lifestyle recommendations had an optimal recommendation choice
(e.g. 150 minutes of cardiovascular exercise), as well as “easier” but less ideal options
(e.g. 0 minutes, 30 minutes of cardiovascular exercise etc.) and some had more rigorous
and potentially harmful options (e.g. 180 minutes, 210 minutes of cardiovascular
exercise). Lastly, participants answered questions about their reasoning for making
certain recommendations by rating the importance of the patient adhering, having health
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insurance, understanding the advice, having means of transportation, and sufficient
personal income in their decision. Each of these reasons relate to non-compliance,
although none of these have been explicitly addressed in the scenario.
This study aims to replicate, apply and extend the current implicit bias and
medical decision research in multiple ways. First, we aim to replicate Bean et al.’s
findings. We hypothesize that (1) nurses and physicians will show implicit stereotype
activation of non-compliance and engagement in risky health behaviors when
subliminally exposed to Hispanic faces. Specifically, we predict that participants will be
faster to recognize words associated with non-compliance and risk when exposed to a
Hispanic face compared to a White face and compared to control words preceded by a
White or Hispanic face.
Second, we aim to use physicians’ and nurses’ implicit stereotyping of Hispanic
patients, operationalized as activation of non-compliance and risk, to predict acute
treatment recommendations and lifestyle modification recommendations. This results in
two hypotheses. We hypothesize that (2) non-compliance will moderate the effect of
patient race on medical recommendations. We expect non-compliance activation to only
affect participants’ recommendations for Hispanic patients and not White patients. We
predict that participants high in non-compliance activation after exposure to a Hispanic
face will recommend less correct and less incorrect acute treatments for Hispanic patients
as compared to participants low in non-compliance activation. This prediction is based on
the idea that participants likely hold a negative attitude towards Hispanic patients, driven
by the negative stereotype they have about Hispanic patients being non-compliant. We
also predict that participants high in non-compliance activation after exposure to a
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Hispanic face will be less likely to give lifestyle modification advice and to recommend
“easier” health behavior changes to Hispanic patients compared to participants low in
activation. The reasoning for this prediction is that when the concept of non-compliance
is activated, participants engage in less effort to improve the health of the Hispanic
patient because they assume he won’t follow the advice.
In contrast, we hypothesize that (3) risk activation will have the opposite
moderating effect on medical recommendations. Again, we anticipate risk activation to
only affect participants’ recommendations for Hispanic patients and not White patients.
We predict that participants demonstrating high risk activation after the Hispanic prime
will recommend more correct and incorrect acute treatments for Hispanic patients
compared to participants low in risk activation. This prediction was made because we
expect participants with risky health behaviors activated to “overdo” the treatment
recommendations to compensate for the assumed risky behavior of Hispanic patients. We
also predict that participants high in risk activation will be more likely to recommend
behavior modifications to Hispanic patients and will recommend more “rigorous”
lifestyle changes as compared to participants low in activation. We expect this result
because participants could feel the need to counterbalance the risky health behaviors by
recommending more stringent behavior changes.
For our last goal, we aim to identify, for doctors and nurses, what concepts are
associated with medical stereotypes regarding Hispanic patients. We hypothesize that (4)
physicians and nurses who exhibit implicit activation of non-compliance when exposed
to Hispanic faces will explicitly rate the factors of not adhering, lack of health insurance,
and communication problems as more important when treating a Hispanic patient as these
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are the most common explanations offered as to why Hispanic patients are noncompliant. Given that these factors are associated with non-compliance, we predict that
risk activation will not uniformly affect the ratings of importance for these factors.
Lastly, we predict that (5) among participants who demonstrate activation of noncompliance, there will be a negative relationship between the ratings of the importance of
adherence, communication, and health insurance and the rigor of the recommendation.
Method
Participants
Our sample of 16 subjects (69% female) comprised of third and fourth year
nursing (69%) and medical students (31%) from a University in the Southwestern U.S.
recruited via email for a study on medical decision-making. The average age was 30.63
years (SD=10.37). All were non-Hispanic, 94% identified as Non-Hispanic White, and
88% listed English as their first language. Participants have spent an average of 13.3
years in Arizona (SD= 9.9) and 4.4 years in the medical profession (SD=4.3). Participants
on average slept 7.3 hours the night before the study (SD=1.68). They were paid $10 for
their participation.
Materials & Procedure
Measures in this study were put in a specific order so that implicit activation
could be used as a predictor variable and so that the implicit activation results were not
contaminated from the explicit introduction of race in the vignettes. In this study, first,
participants were given a lexical decision task. Next, they completed a distraction task of
counting backwards from 200 to 0 by twos on a sheet of paper to clear any implicit
activation. Then, the participants read and responded to two vignettes. Lastly, they
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completed the Internal and Eternal Motivation Scale and demographics. After, they were
thanked for their participation and fully debriefed
Lexical Decision Task (LDT). This task is identical to Bean et al’s LDT. In this
task, participants were presented with letter strings in White lettering on a black computer
screen and were asked to determine whether each letter string was a word or a non-word.
Each participant completed 240 trials and each trial consisted of five components. First,
participants were exposed to a blank screen for 100ms, then, after a visual mask (gray
block) was presented for 250ms, either a subliminal prime (a face) or a filler slide flashed
on the screen for 15ms, followed by another visual mask for 250ms and then the letter
string, which stayed on the screen until the subject responded. Participants indicated
whether each letter string was a word or a non-word by pressing “E” or “I.” For half of
the participants, pressing “E” indicated the letter string was a word and pressing “I”
indicated the letter string was not a word, for the other half it was reversed.
Before participants saw the letter string, they were either exposed to a filler slide
or a subliminal prime. The subliminal prime was either a picture of a Hispanic or a White
adult male face. These primes were six standardized color images and pretested as similar
in age and attractiveness; half of the six faces were White, the other half Hispanic.
After the subliminal prime of a face was flashed, participants were asked to
respond to one of three different types of words: words associated with non-compliance
(e.g. uncooperative), words associated with health risk (e.g. damage), or negative words
(serving as controls) not related to stereotypes of Hispanics (e.g. cantankerous). These
target letter strings were matched in negativity and length. During the other trials, where
a filler slide was flashed, all letter strings were either filler words or non-words.
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Case Vignettes. The experiment consisted of two emergency room vignettes, both
common scenarios that doctors and nurses would likely encounter. The first vignette,
involving a breast cancer patient with an infection, was a filler and did not vary based on
condition. The second vignette had two conditions, based on patient race, to determine if
there were differential treatment recommendations by patient race for smoking cessation,
exercise change, and diet change. In the target vignette, a patient (either Hispanic or
White), who was a smoker, came into the emergency room in diabetic shock. Participants
were told that the man was confused, nauseous, experiencing abdominal pain and had a
past medical history of hypertension and neuropathy Additionally, the vignette included
that the patient rarely exercises, smokes two packs a day, and had been hospitalized twice
before for diabetic shock. After answering a question about the immediate treatment,
medical and nursing students were asked a collection of questions concerning lifestyle
changes.
After they read the vignette, participants first made acute treatment decisions.
Four treatment decisions were correct (Administering exogenous insulin, Establishing IV
access, Fluid rehydration, Checking electrolyte levels) and four were excessive
treatments that were unnecessary (measuring fasting plasma glucose (FPG) level,
administering oral agents (OAs), administering hemoglobin A1C test, and measuring
high-density lipoproteins (HDL) level and/or triglycerides level).
Next, participants rated their likelihood for recommending lifestyle changes
designed to prevent future diabetic complications (smoking cessation, improving diet and
increasing exercise) on a 7-item scale, (1 being not at all likely and 7 being very likely).
After, participants responded to questions regarding the “difficulty” or “rigor” of the
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lifestyle change they would recommend to the patient. First, participants were asked to
select a smoking cessation goal that best represented what they would recommend to the
patient from options that ranged from (0) no smoking cessation (0% reduction in
cigarettes smoked daily) to (10) 100% reduction in cigarettes smoked daily. Each
response option increased by a 10% reduction in cigarettes smoked daily. The optimal
answer was 100%. Next, the participants rated the likelihood of recommending different
treatment plans for smoking cessation (on the same 1-7 scale as before). The treatment
options ranged from simple and limited (e.g. just the nicotine patch) to complete and
multi-faceted (nicotine replacement, medication, and behavioral approaches). The
optimal answer was all three treatments. Participants also responded to two questions
regarding dietary recommendations. First, participants selected a fat consumption
reduction that best represented the diet change they would recommend to the patient.
Response options ranged from (0) No change in fat consumed daily to (10) 100%
reduction in fat consumed daily with a ten percent increase of reduction in fat consumed
for each option. The optimal answer was 50% reduction. Secondly, participants selected
the option that best represented the alcohol reduction recommendation that they would
make, with response options ranging from (0) No change in alcohol consumption to (10)
100% reduction in alcohol consumed daily with a ten percent increase of reduction of
alcohol consumed for each option. The optimal response was 100%. Lastly, participants
responded to two questions regarding exercise recommendations. First, participants
selected an option that best represented the cardiovascular exercise goal they would
recommend to their patients. Reponses for this question ranged from (0) 0 minutes per
week (no cardiovascular exercise) to (7) 210 minutes per week. The optimal answer was
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5, 150 minutes per week. Each response option was increased by 30 minutes of
cardiovascular exercise. Second, participants selected the response option that best
represents the frequency of resistance training that they would recommend the patient.
Responses ranged from (0) 0 times per week (no resistance training) to (7) 7 times per
week, with each option increasing with one time per week. The optimal answer was 3,
three times a week.
Decision Justification Measures. In addition, after each lifestyle recommendation
question, participants were asked to rate how important the factors of compliance, health
insurance, ability to communicate, transportation and personal income were in their
treatment recommendations using a 7-item scale ranging from (1) not at all important to
(7) very important.
Internal and External Motivation to Respond without Prejudice Scale (Plan &
Devine, 1998). After responding to the vignettes, participants completed a scale that
measures the participants’ internal and external motivations to act in a non-prejudiced
manner towards Hispanics. Participants rated their agreement with 10 statements (1 being
strongly disagree, 5 being strongly agree). Items for internal motivation and external
motivation were averaged separately, with higher averages indicating higher levels of
motivation.
Demographics. Participants responded to demographic questions regarding race,
gender, and program affiliation.
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Results
Lexical Decision Task (LDT).
To analyze the response times, first all incorrect responses (saying a word was not
a word or saying a nonword was a word) were removed from the response time data.
Then, all reaction times three standard deviations below and above the mean were
removed (216ms and 996 ms, respectively) and these reaction times were log transformed
to normalize the distribution. Next, the reaction times were sorted by each word type
(practice words, practice nonwords, filler words, filler nonwords, non-compliance words,
and risk words) and prime (Hispanic, White, none) and then averaged for each word
type/prime combination (e.g. an average reaction time was calculated for risk words for
the Hispanic prime, risk words for the White prime, etc.). These different word response
time groups were compared in the LDT analysis.
Results revealed no main effects of prime ethnicity, F(1,15)=.175, p=.68, or word
type, F(2,30)=.708, p=.50. The predicted two-way interaction between word type and
prime ethnicity was not significant, but in the predicted direction, F(2,30)=1.79, p=.19.
Consistent with the hypotheses, participants were descriptively faster to recognize words
associated with risk after being exposed to a Hispanic face (M=590.7, SD=50.0)
compared to a White face (M=612.7, SD=78.3) and participants were not faster to
recognize a control word preceded by a Hispanic face (M=590.7, SD=62.7) compared to
a White face (M=593.6, SD=51.3). However, contrary to our predictions, participants
were descriptively faster to identify words associated with non-compliance after being
exposed to a White face (M=593.8, SD=55.3) compared to a Hispanic face (M=608.5,
SD=55.3). (See Figure 1.)
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When looking at just Hispanic prime trials or just White prime trials, no effect of
word type was observed, F(1,15)= 1.82, p=.20, F(2,30)= 1.06, p=.36, respectively.
Importantly, contrary to predictions, participants were not faster to recognize words
associated with risk or non-compliance after being exposed to a Hispanic face compared
to control words in the Hispanic prime trials.
Implicit Measures of Risk and Non-Compliance Activation
The implicit measures of non-compliance and risk activation were calculated
based on the participants’ reaction times to words associated with these concepts after
subliminal exposure to a Hispanic prime. Specifically, to calculate the measures of
activation of non-compliance and risk, log transformed reaction times for the noncompliance and risk word groups in the Hispanic prime condition were residualized for
log transformed practice word reaction times, to control for individual differences in
speed of response. We then ran some correlations to understand how these measures of
activation for the Hispanic prime related to measures of activation for the White prime
and also how the two measures of activation for the Hispanic prime correlated with each
other.
The correlation between non-compliance activation for the Hispanic prime and
non-compliance activation for the White prime was .607. The correlation between risk
activation for the Hispanic prime and risk activation for the White prime was .534. In
addition, the correlation between non-compliance and risk activation varied based on the
prime ethnicity. For the Hispanic faces, risk and non-compliance reaction times
(residualized for practice words) had a correlation coefficient of 0.640. For the White
faces, risk and non-compliance reaction times (residualized for practice words) had a
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correlation coefficient of 0.449. Since the correlations between risk and non-compliance
activation for the Hispanic prime were not sufficiently high, we chose to analyze the
effect of noncompliance and risk activation for the Hispanic prime separately for the set
of treatment, prevention and justification decisions.
In order to investigate the role of non-compliance and risk activation in the
recommendations, the residuals were median split, yielding two dichotomous variables.
For both non-compliance activation and risk activation, residualized reaction times below
the median represented faster response times and residualized reaction times above the
median represented slower response times. Thus participants scoring below the median
for non-compliance residualized response times were classified as demonstrating high
non-compliance activation and participants scoring above the median were classified as
demonstrating low non-compliance activation. Similarly, participants scoring below the
median for risk residualized response times were classified as demonstrating high risk
activation and participants scoring below the median were classified as demonstrating
low risk activation.
Case Vignette Treatment Comparisons by Patient Race and Implicit Bias
Treatment recommendations were compared based on patient race and noncompliance activation and well as patient race and risk activation. The case vignettes
comprised of two types of treatment recommendations: acute treatments responding to
the immediate problem (diabetic coma) and lifestyle change recommendations addressing
the underlying factors causing the problem (smoking, diet, exercise). To test the
hypotheses, we conducted 2 (non-compliance activation: low vs. high) X 2 (patient race:
Hispanic vs. White) and 2 (risk activation: low vs. high) X 2 (patient race: Hispanic vs.
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White) univariate or repeated measures ANOVAs on each recommendation variable. We
opted for doing two 2 X 2 ANOVAs and not one 2 (non-compliance: low vs. high) X 2
(risk: low vs. high) X 2 (patient race: Hispanic vs. White) ANOVA on recommendations
due to the low sample size. In addition, these analyses were not based on traditional
statistical significance, given the small sample size. Thus, it is important to note that p
values will not be reported. Assume that none of the effects provided reach the
conventional decision point of significance, and instead focus on the difference in means
to determine the strength of the observed effects.
Acute treatments. For the percent of correct treatments and incorrect treatments
chosen for the diabetic coma, main effects of patient race were observed with participants
choosing more correct treatments for the White patient (M= 93.7% of correct options
chosen) than the Hispanic patient (M= 87.5% correct) and more incorrect treatments for
the White patient (M= 43.8% of incorrect treatment options chosen) than the Hispanic
patient (M= 28.1%).
There was a main effect of non-compliance activation on percent correct acute
treatment recommendations. Participants with high non-compliance activation selected
more correct treatments (M=93.8%) than participants scoring low (M= 87.5%). However,
non-compliance activation did not moderate the patient race/correct treatment
relationship. Non-compliance activation did moderate the relationship between patient
race and incorrect treatments. Opposite to our predictions, participants demonstrating
high non-compliance activation in the LDT recommended more incorrect treatments for
the Hispanic patient (35.0%) than participants low in non-compliance activation (16.7%).
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(See Figure 2). No difference was observed based on non-compliance activation for
wrong recommendations for the White patient.
In addition, risk activation interacted with patient race and percent correct and
incorrect treatments recommendations. Consistent with our hypotheses, participants high
in risk activation made more correct and incorrect treatment recommendations for the
Hispanic patients (Ms= 93.8%, 31.3% respectively) compared to participants low in risk
activation (Ms= 81.3%, 25.0%, respectively). No difference was observed based on risk
activation for the White patient (see Figure 3).
Lifestyle change recommendations. We next examined how participants’
recommendations for lifestyle behavior modifications differed as a function of patient
race and implicit stereotyping. We predicted that in each of these interactions, the only
cell in the 2 X 2 ANOVAs that would differ in recommendation level would be the high
activation (either risk or non-compliance)/Hispanic patient cell: High non-compliance
activation would lead to lower likelihood to recommend lifestyle changes and “easier
recommendations” for the only the Hispanic patient and high risk activation would lead
to greater likelihood to recommend lifestyle changes and “more rigorous”
recommendations for only the Hispanic patient. Results for each dependent lifestyle
change variable are presented in the order in which they were completed.
General recommendations. The first recommendation dependent variables we
analyzed were the ratings of likelihood to recommend smoking cessation, improving diet
and increasing exercise. Analysis revealed a main effect for patient race: Participants
were more willing to recommend the White patient to quit smoking (M=6.88), change
diet (M=7.00), and exercise more (M= 7) than the Hispanic patient (Ms= 6.25, 6.25, and
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6.13 respectively.) There were no main effects for non-compliance or risk activation. In
addition, the effect of race on likelihood to recommend lifestyle changes was not
moderated by non-compliance or risk activation (see Figures 4 and 5).
Smoking Cessation Recommendations. Next, participants made specific behavior
modification recommendations for smoking cessation. First, participants were asked to
recommend a percent reduction in cigarettes smoked per day. Results revealed a main
effect for race. Participants recommended a greater reduction of cigarettes smoked daily
for the Hispanic patient (M=78.8%) than for the White patient (M=60.0%). When
examining stereotype activation, an interesting pattern emerged. No main effect was
observed for non-compliance activation, but participants who demonstrated high noncompliance activation recommended 53.3% reduction in cigarettes daily for the White
patient, while participants low in activation recommended 64.0% reduction (see Figure
6). No difference was observed in recommendations for the Hispanic patient based on
non-compliance activation.
Risk activation revealed similarly perplexing results. A main effect of risk
activation was observed. Participants high in risk activation recommend less reduction
(M=57.5%) in cigarettes compared to participants low in risk activation (M=81.3%). This
main effect was largely due to the White patient cells. While there is a small difference in
recommendations for the Hispanic patient based on risk activation (low: 82.5%, high:
75%), the striking difference in percentage cigarette reduction is among high and low risk
activation participants for recommendations for the White patient (high: 40%, low: 80%).
(See Figure 7). Thus, neither non-compliance nor risk activation interacted with patient
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race in the predicted pattern. Importantly, all recommendations made for both the White
and Hispanic patient were below the ideal recommendation of 100% cessation.
The second smoking cessation measure asked participants to rate the likelihood
that they would recommend different smoking cessation treatment packages ranging from
only one treatment to a combination of three treatments (three being the most ideal
option). A main effect was observed for treatment packages. Participants were more
likely to recommend all three than either two treatments or one treatment. In addition, a
main effect was observed for patient race for the three-treatment option. Participants were
more likely to recommend the three treatments to the Hispanic (M=7.13) patient than the
White patient (M=6.2).
Supporting our hypothesis, it was observed that participants with high noncompliance activation were less likely to recommend all three treatment packages for the
Hispanic patient (Ms= 3.33, 5.13, 6.6 for one treatment, two treatments, and three
treatments, respectively) compared to participants low in non-compliance activation
(Ms=4.33, 6.33, 7.00, respectively). However, unexpectedly, we observe the opposite
effect among the White patient. Participants high in non-compliance activation are more
likely to recommend all three treatment packages for the White patient (Ms=4.33, 6.11,
7.00, respectively) compared to participants low in non-compliance activation (Ms= 3.53,
4.13, and 5.40 respectively). (See Figure 8).
Risk activation plays a more nuanced role, however the results are quite similar to
non-compliance activation. For the Hispanic patient, participants low and high in risk
activation were just as likely to recommend the three-treatment package (Ms=7.0), but
they differed in the other treatment packages. Confirming our hypothesis, participants
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high in risk activation were less likely to recommend the less rigorous options, the one
treatment and two treatment packages (Ms= 3.25 and 5.25 respectively) than participants
low in risk activation (Ms= 4.25 and 6.08 respectively). However, we again observe an
unexpected effect with the White patient. Participants high in risk activation were more
likely to recommend all options (Ms= 4.50, 5.92, and 6.50 respectively) to the White
patient than in the low activation cell (Ms= 3.17, 3.83, and 5.50 respectively). (See Figure
9).
Diet Change Recommendations. Participants then made behavior modification
recommendations for diet change. First they rated the percent reduction in fat consumed
daily. Results revealed a main effect for patient race. Participants recommended more
reduction in fat consumption reduction for the Hispanic patient (M= 48.75%) than for the
White patient (M = 40%). In addition, there was also a main effect for risk activation.
Participants high in risk activation recommended less reduction in fat consumption (M=
38.7%) than participants low in risk activation (M=50.0%). Inconsistent with our
predictions, neither risk nor non-compliance activation qualify the effect of patient race
on fat reduction recommendations (see Figures 10 and 11). It is important to note that the
ideal recommendation was 50%, so all the recommendations were either around 10%
lower or reaching the correct recommendation.
Next, participants made a percent alcohol reduction recommendation. A main
effect was observed between patient race and recommendation. The Hispanic patient was
recommended a higher percent reduction (M= 73.7%) compared to the White patient (M=
58.7%). Main effects were also observed for both non-compliance and risk activation.
Participants high in non-compliance activation recommended more alcohol reduction
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(M=71.2%) than participants low in non-compliance activation (M=61.2%). In addition,
participants high in risk activation recommended less alcohol reduction (M= 62.5%)
compared to participants low in risk activation (M= 70.0%). Moreover, non-compliance
activation interacted with patient race. Inconsistent with the hypothesis, participants high
in non-compliance activation recommended more alcohol reduction (M= 82.0%) for the
Hispanic patient compared to participants low in non-compliance activation (M= 60.0%).
For the White patient, the effects were reversed, meaning that participants high in noncompliance activation recommended less alcohol reduction (M=53.3%) compared to
participants low in non-compliance activation (M=62.0%). (See Figure 12).
A similar effect was observed among risk activation. Consistent with the
hypothesis, for the Hispanic patient, participants high in risk activation recommend more
alcohol reduction (M=80.0%) than participants low in risk activation (M=67.5%).
However, we did not predict a reverse for the White patient. High risk activation
participants recommended less alcohol reduction (M=45.0%) to the White patient
compared to low activation (M=72.5%). (See Figure 13). The most cautious
recommendation would be a 100% reduction, so all of the recommendations fell below
the “best” recommendation.
Exercise Recommendations. Finally, participants recommended exercise plans for
the patient. First, they were asked to recommend hours per week of cardiovascular
exercise to the patient. A main effect was observed. Participants recommended more
hours of cardiovascular exercise for the White patient (M= 5.38) than for the Hispanic
patient (M=4.25). This effect was qualified by risk activation. Confirming our hypothesis,
for the Hispanic patient, participants with high risk activation recommended more hours
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of cardiovascular exercise (M=4.75) than low risk activation (M=3.75). Unexpectedly,
the results were reversed for the White patient. The high risk activation participants
recommended less (M=5.0) than the low risk activation participants (M=5.75). (See
Figure 15). Contrary to our prediction, non-compliance activation did not moderate the
effect of patient race on recommendation (see Figure 14). The correct recommendation
for cardiovascular exercise was 5, 150 minutes, so the White patient is receiving the ideal
recommendation or around 30 minutes more than the ideal, based on risk activation while
the Hispanic patient is being recommended either the ideal amount or around 30 minutes
less than what should be recommended, based on risk activation.
Next, participants recommended a resistance training plan from a list that differed
in days per week engaging resistance training. No main effects were observed with this
recommendation. Risk activation did moderate the effect of patient race on
recommendation level. Unexpectedly, for the White patient, participants high in risk
activation recommended more resistance training (M= 4.75) than participants low in risk
activation (M= 4.00). There was no difference among the Hispanic patient
recommendations as a function of risk activation (see Figure 16). No interaction between
patient race and non-compliance was observed (see Figure 17). All recommendations
averages were 4 or over, meaning that participants were always recommending more than
the ideal recommendation of 3 (resistance training three times a week).
Recommendation Reasons Comparisons by Patient Race and Implicit Bias. After
each recommendation, participants rated the importance of five factors in their
recommendation decision: adherence, health insurance, understanding advice,
transportation, and personal income. When collapsing across recommendations (smoking,
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diet, exercise), each individual factor had a Cronbach’s alpha of over 0.8. Thus, instead
of examining the importance rating for each factor individually for each recommendation
type, the factors will be examined as a composite of each of these ratings. Next, we
assessed how much all of these factors hung together with each other. Including all
factors, the Cronbach’s alpha was 0.699. However, by removing adhere from the factors,
Cronbach’s alpha jumped to .81. Thus, the ratings of importance of the factors will be
analyzed separately as single dependent variables, but a composite score of the
importance ratings of other four factors (not including adherence) was also calculated and
served as a more general measure of factor importance ratings.
When analyzing the results, a main effect for race emerged. Participants rated the
factor of adherence as more important in their decisions for the White patient (M=5.75)
than for the Hispanic patient (M= 4.90). Results revealed an interaction between patient
race and non-compliance activation for all factors. When looking at each factor
individually, the two factors that had the most robust differences were adherence and
understanding. Participants high in non-compliance activation rated adherence and
understanding as more important with the Hispanic patient (Ms=5.50 and 3.40,
respectively) compared to participants low in activation (Ms=3.90 and 1.11, respectively).
These differences did not exist for the White patient. In all, all factors were descriptively
rated as more important in the non-compliance activation/Hispanic patient cell, and the
composite factor has a higher rating of importance for the Hispanic patient in the high
non-compliance activation participants (M=2.608) compared to the low non-compliance
activation participants (M=1.18). (See Figure 11).
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A main effect for risk activation on ratings of importance was observed, but there
was no interaction with patient race. The two most robust differences between high and
low risk activation were adherence and transport. High risk activation participants rated
adherence as less important and transport as more important (Ms= 4.88, 2.29
respectively) than low risk activation participants (Ms= 5.77, 1.10 respectively). The
composite score for high risk activation participants (M= 2.43) was higher than for low
risk activation participants (M=1.62).
Our last hypothesis was that among people with high non-compliance activation,
ratings of factors associated with non-compliance as important would predict the ease of
recommendation for the Hispanic patient. Although the sample is not large enough for
meditational analysis, we can put this to a rudimentary test with correlations. Thus, we
should expect negative correlations between the importance of factors and the
recommendations given only in the high non-compliance activation/ Hispanic patient
cell. Given that the factor of adherence was most robustly rated as more important in the
noncompliance/Hispanic patient cell compared to the other cells, we calculated the
correlations for each recommendation variable and the rated importance of the adherence
in that recommendation. Given the small sample size (only four per cell), the correlations
were widely varied and no clear pattern emerged (see Figure 12).
Internal and External Motivation to Respond without Prejudice Scale.
Participants were high on internal motivation to control for prejudice (M=7.28, SD=1.50)
and mid-scale for external motivation to control for prejudice (M=4.37, SD=2.22). The
correlations between internal motivation and non-compliance activation (-.012) and risk
activation (.015) are essentially zero and the correlations between external motivation and
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non-compliance activation (-.311) and risk activation (-.189) are not statistically
significant but do demonstrate a negative trend.
Discussion
This is the first study to examine the relationship between students’ in the medical
profession implicit stereotypes regarding Hispanic patients and their medical
recommendations. First, we expected to see that our sample of participants demonstrated
implicit activation of non-compliance and risk after being exposed to a Hispanic prime
compared to a White prime. We did see this predicted relationship for risk, however we
observed an opposite trend for non-compliance. Given that this is consistent with some of
Bean et al.’s findings and inconsistent with others, more research is needed to elucidate
the implicit stereotypes of Hispanic patients among students in the medical profession.
We also predicted that the level of implicit activation of non-compliance and risky
health behavior for the Hispanic prime would moderate the relationship between patient
race and participants’ recommendations. Specifically, we expected participants high in
non-compliance activation to recommend less correct and incorrect acute treatments, be
less likely to recommend lifestyle changes, and to choose easier lifestyle
recommendations for the Hispanic patient compared to participants low in activation. We
also predicted that participants high in risk activation would recommend more incorrect
and correct acute treatments, be more likely to recommend lifestyle changes, and choose
more rigorous recommendations for the Hispanic patient compared to participants low in
activation. Importantly, we did not predict that recommendations for the White patient
would differ as a function of implicit activation after a Hispanic prime. Our results are
mixed. With some recommendations, no interaction of patient race and implicit activation
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was observed. Other patient race/treatment recommendation relationships were qualified
by implicit stereotype activation, however not all in the predicted direction.
For acute treatments, risk activation did interact with patient race in the predicted
direction. Physicians recommended more correct and incorrect treatments for the
Hispanic patient when they exhibited high health risk activation. This suggests that risk
activation leads to overtreatment of Hispanic patients. Non-compliance only moderated
incorrect choices, not in the direction expected. Participants high in non-compliance also
overtreated the Hispanic patient. Given the results, it seems likely that non-compliance
activation does not play as much of a role on acute treatment recommendations as risk
activation. This is not surprising, given that non-compliance more closely relates to
treatments that involve the patient complying. Since acute treatments are all administered
to a patient immediately during the diabetic coma, it is likely that non-compliance
activation itself isn’t influencing the decision, but perhaps affective reactions associated
with non-compliance activation are playing a role.
Importantly, for acute treatments we observe that the White patient is given more
correct and incorrect treatments, suggesting that the White patient is receiving more of
the necessary medical treatments. However, it also might represent an overtreatment of
the White patient.
For likelihood for making general recommendations of smoking cessation, diet
change, and exercise, contrary to our hypotheses, implicit activation had no effect. We
did however observe a main effect for race. Participants were more likely to recommend
lifestyle changes to the White patient compared to the Hispanic patient. This corroborates
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the National Health Disparities Report that found that Hispanics were less likely to
receive these recommendations.
When examining specific recommendations for each lifestyle change, we again
observe mixed results. Recommendations concerning reduction in cigarettes used daily,
reduction in fat calories consumed daily, and resistance training did not differ for the
Hispanic patient as a function of implicit activation. We did observe a difference among
recommendations for the Hispanic patient by non-compliance activation for smoking
treatment recommendations (higher activation led to less likelihood to recommend
smoking treatment packages) and the alcohol reduction recommendation (higher
activation led to a recommendation of more alcohol reduction). Lastly, risk activation
moderated the relationship between patient race and recommendations concerning
smoking cessation treatment, alcohol reduction, and cardiovascular exercise, all in the
predicted direction (more risk activation led to more rigorous treatment
recommendations).
Thus, it seems that for the most part, activated implicit stereotypes did not
influence many of the treatment recommendations made by participants. However, we do
see evidence that risk activation is playing a larger role than non-compliance activation.
This supports the findings of Bean et al. (2013), which found that risk demonstrated more
activation than non-compliance. This difference in effects of non-compliance activation
and risk activation is likely due to the fact that most participants demonstrated implicit
risk bias against Hispanic patients, that is they responded faster to words associated to
risk after being exposed to a Hispanic face compared to a White face. Implicit noncompliance bias was not observed in this sample. Thus, among these participants, risk,
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compared to non-compliance, is a more robust stereotype activation specifically
associated with Hispanic faces. Furthermore, among only the Hispanic prime condition,
words associated with risk and non-compliance were not identified faster than control
words. This is a problem, as it suggests that these concepts were not “activated” after a
Hispanic prime for the sample as a whole. Perhaps in a sample that demonstrates implicit
non-compliance bias and faster response times for words associated with non-compliance
and risk compared to control for the Hispanic prime, we would see more moderating
effects.
Additionally, many times we observed a difference in White patient
recommendations as a function of implicit activation after a Hispanic prime. This may be
due to the fact that the response times for words associated non-compliance and risk after
a Hispanic prime correlated with response times for words associated with noncompliance and risk, respectively, after a White prime. Thus, even though using the
activation of certain concepts after a Hispanic prime is cleaner than a difference score,
there is still some overlap in activation with Hispanic prime and White prime words, even
after controlling for practice time.
Lastly, we predicted that participants would justify their recommendations for the
Hispanic patient by rating the factors of not adhering, lack of health insurance, and
communication problems as more important when high in non-compliance activation.
Thus, our hypothesis was partially supported. Participants actually rated all factors as
more important when treating the Hispanic patient and demonstrating high noncompliance activation. Importantly, the most highly rated factor was the patient’s
likelihood to not adhere to the recommendations among all participants, but especially
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those with high non-compliance activation and the Hispanic patient. Thus, participants
who implicitly stereotype Hispanic patients as non-compliant explicitly justify their
recommendations by rating factors associated with non-compliance as more important in
their decision. Unfortunately, given the small sample size, we could not reliably use
correlations to examine the relationship between rating these factors as more important
and the treatment recommendations for the Hispanic patient among participants who
were high and low in non-compliance activation. However, if such a relationship exists,
we identified one possible mechanism that allows implicitly biased doctors and nurses to
feel unbiased while still recommending less to the Hispanic patient. Specifically, doctors
and nurses high in non-compliance activation could justify their decision by redefining
the factors that influence their recommendation when treating a Hispanic patient (i.e.
rating factors associated with non-compliance as more important).
Limitations. The current research has many limitations. First, and most
importantly, this is an ongoing study and at this time only 16 participants’ responses were
analyzed. This left only four people per cell in the 2X2 ANOVAs. This small sample size
not only prevented all significance testing, but it also makes the data vulnerable to
outliers having a large impact on the data. We do not know if the current participants
accurately represent the distribution of the population and the lack of replication of Bean
et al.’s findings concerning non-compliance response times suggest that, indeed, this
sample might not be representative. We intend to add an additional 142 subjects to the
data set and this will hopefully provide some clarity.
Additionally, our sample consisted of only medical and nursing students.
Although we specifically ran only third and fourth years because they are expected to
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know the answers to the scenarios, it may be possible that these participants have not had
enough medical experience to (a) develop strong stereotypes and (b) make correct
medical treatments. The data speak to this limitation. Although participants indicated
some amount of implicit bias, we do not see the expected bias for non-compliance. This
could be due to lack of experience in the medicine. In addition, participants did
recommend incorrect acute treatments, less than the ideal amount for reduction daily
cigarettes, less than the ideal reduction in fat calories, and less than the idea alcohol
reduction, and more than the ideal for resistance training for all patients. This suggests
that perhaps the participants need more medical training before we can generalize the
results to practicing doctors and nurses.
Lastly, the treatment recommendations were made on a computer screen with
multiple-choice responses. The scenarios were modeled after the United Sated Medical
Licensing Examination (USMLE) that all medical students must take to be certified. Thus
these questions are like ones that medical students train to take. However, while doctors
and nurses do often make judgments about patients by just looking at the chart (when
being consulted, when busy), oftentimes doctors and nurses interact with the patient.
Importantly, when interacting with a patient, a doctor or nurse can ask for more
information before making a recommendation. In fact, many participants voiced that they
did not feel they had enough information to make the decisions we were asking them to
make and that they would have liked to ask the patient some questions. Thus, while
stereotyping is most often used “to fill in the blanks” when there is missing information,
many doctors and nurses might seek that information rather than relying on stereotypes
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when interacting with patients. Due to the vignette methodology, this research potentially
does not generalize to all doctor/nurse decision-making regarding patients.
Future Directions. It was observed that while participants were more likely to
recommend lifestyle changes to the White patient, they made more rigorous
recommendations for the Hispanic patient regarding reduction in cigarettes, smoking
cessation treatments, reduction in fat calories, and reduction in alcohol. Reports normally
just account the number of Hispanic patients vs. the number of White patients receiving
feedback. However, not much research has looked at how the “rigorousness” of lifestyle
recommendations varies as a function of race. Thus, research needs to document in real
life medical professional/patient interactions how the easiness of the recommendation
differs based on patient race. In addition, research should investigate the effects of
recommending easier vs. more rigorous lifestyle changes on the likelihood that the
patient will actually comply with the request.
In addition, due to the low sample size, other moderating variables could not be
tested. Specifically, research needs to examine differences in students’ in the medical
profession implicit biases and recommendations regarding Hispanic patients. For
example, factors such as sleep cognitive load, and time in Arizona should be further
teased out. Doctors and nurses are especially motivated to be accurate, and this could
explain why implicit activation did not moderate the relationship between patient race
and many of the recommendations. Potentially, participants who have not had much sleep
or who are under cognitive load would rely more on stereotypes and perhaps under these
conditions, we would see implicit activation playing a bigger role in recommendations.
Moreover, while most medical students at the University of Arizona Medical School are
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Arizona residents, many out-of-state students enroll. Thus, time spent in Arizona could
affect the implicit stereotypes among the students. Future research should explore this.
Another moderator that needs to be explored is type of student. Due to the low
sample size, we could not investigate how nursing and medical students differed.
Importantly, nurses are more often the ones that give lifestyle advice to patients, so key
differences might emerge when analyzing these groups separately. Further research needs
to investigate this potential difference.
In addition, it is possible that internal and external motivation to control for
prejudice could moderate these results. First, it is possible that we did not see the
predicted implicit non-compliance bias among our participants because all of our
participants are high on internal motivation to control for prejudice. Although Bean et al.
found that internal and external motivation to control for prejudice didn’t moderate the
results, more research is needed to investigate this relationship. Importantly, it looks like
internal motivation did not play a role in non-compliance or risk activation due to the
lack of correlation between internal motivation to control for prejudice scores and
activation score. However, there is less certainty for external motivation to control for
prejudice, since we did observe a small negative correlation between external motivation
to control for prejudice and risk and non-compliance activation.
Furthermore, we now know that participants demonstrating non-compliance
activation justify their recommendations by rating factors associated with noncompliance as more important to their decision. First, future research first needs to
investigate which factors are rated more important among participants demonstrating risk
activation. Secondly, we must begin to explore the relationship between these explicit
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ratings and their judgments. Hopefully with a larger sample size, a relationship will
emerge.
Lastly, we must look at how teaching medical and nursing students about implicit
stereotyping can affect implicit biases. Even though there is mixed evidence that implicit
stereotyping affects treatment decisions, many studies have demonstrated that implicit
stereotyping and prejudice do negatively affect behavior. It is important to create a
medical community that is not biased against certain patients.
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Figure 20.
Correlations of Recommendations and Adherence Importance of Recommendation by
Patient Race and Non-Compliance Activation
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